Folklore and Fable in the Sudan
a mother has a boy, the Qarin (masc.) has also married a
Qarina (fern.) who at that time gives birth to a girl. This
demon child and its mother are jealous of the human
mother and her child. To pacify the Qarina, they sacri-
fice a chicken, which must be absolutely black and sacri-
ficed -with the proper ceremonies. It is impossible to see
the Qarina except in one way. Following a Jewish super-
stition, a man may see evil spirits by casting the ashes of
the foetus of a black cat about his eyes, or by sprinkling
these ashes around his bed he can trace their footsteps
in the morning.'* An authority is quoted from North
Africa that the Qarina endeavours to prevent its mortal
mate getting married, because it sleeps with its mate and
has relations during sleep, as is known by dreams. This
appears to be a parallel to the Sudanese belief in bint iblis.
It is suggested by Dr. Zwemer that the origin of the
Qarina may perhaps be found in the ancient Egyptian
belief in the " Ka," in which case Egypt and perhaps the
Sudan, might be expected to be particularly receptive to
it» The belief undoubtedly exists in the Sudan, but
perhaps not to so great an extent as in Egypt. For in-
stance, cursory questioning elicited no suggestion that the
sex of the spirit varies with that of its mortal companion*
Similarly, one might expect to find it used as an excuse
for wrong doing, ** I was tempted by my Qarin and
succumbed," In any case, it is a subject wliich would
well repay investigation.
That much ingenuity has been devoted to the means
of guarding against ghostly influences is not to be wondered
at. Charms, amulets, and talismans provide the usual
weapons, the simplest charm being an amulet containing
an appropriate verse or chapter of the Koran, More
elaborate forms often of the Abracadabra variety, are
common and may serve many purposes, to guard against
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